Dividing Oregon PERS Tier One and Tier Two Accounts
Part 1 of a two part series on Oregon PERS retirement benefits
There is no “one size fits all” approach anymore!!

by Clark B. Williams1

Introduction
Until recently it was easy to divide PERS benefits in divorce. Before the 2003 Oregon
Legislature overhauled the PERS system, it was most common, and also almost always most fair,
to simply divide the marital portion of a PERS account in half, and for the “alternate payee” to have
a separate account. This is the so-called “up front division method.” This division method also
serves to best disentangle the parties. This method has been allowed by Oregon law, ORS 238.465,
since 1993.
But since 2003 and with the advent of the Individual Account Plan (IAP) and the Oregon
Public Service Retirement Plan (OPSRP), dividing PERS benefits is much more complicated.
First, it is important to note that every PERS member (except a member who terminated
employment prior to 2004) now has an IAP account. The IAP account is derived from a contribution
by the government employer equal to 6% of the member’s compensation each year, starting in 2004,
plus earnings on those contributions each year. Many PERS members now have IAP balances
exceeding $30,000. The IAP is in addition to the member’s benefits in Tier One, Tier Two or
OPSRP. So every PERS member has two benefits to divide, potentially, in a divorce. The IAP is
a different system, and the division is handled separately.
Second, new PERS regulations effective January 1, 2011 must be followed. In particular,
new template forms must now be attached to any divorce judgment or supplemental order dividing
PERS benefits.2 The template forms do not replace the need for a judgment or court order dividing
benefits specifically in compliance with ORS 238.465. Rather, these template forms are in addition
to the judgment or court order and must be completed and attached thereto as exhibits. Further, if
only one of a member’s two PERS benefits are being divided (e.g., a member’s Tier One account
is being divided but the member is keeping the IAP account), the judgment or order must still
incorporate a PERS template form specifying that the benefit being retained is “free and clear” of
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any claim by the former spouse. So in every case at least two of these forms must be attached to the
judgement or court order, one for the IAP and one for the Tier One, Tier Two or OPSRP benefit, as
the case may be. PERS will now reject any judgment or order that does not include these forms.
Finally, no longer is it universally true that the “up front division method” is the best, or even
fairest, way to divide PERS benefits. Depending on which party you represent, and whether the
member is “Tier One” or “Tier Two ,” your client may be better served to divide PERS benefits at
retirement using the “time rule.3” That dichotomy will be the focus of the remainder of this article.
This is the first of two articles addressing how best to divide PERS benefits in view of these
changes. This first article will focus on dividing Tier One and Tier Two benefits. The second
article, to be published in the June edition of the Family Law Newsletter, will focus on dividing IAP
accounts and OPSRP benefits.

Understanding Tier One and Tier Two
To best represent your client in dividing PERS benefits, it is important first to understand
how the benefits are earned and calculated, and when and how they are paid. I will discuss Tier
One and Tier Two separately, because they are very different. In fact, depending on who you
represent, the best division method for your client is often opposite for Tier One vs. Tier Two!

Tier One Benefits.
Any employee first employed in a PERS-covered position prior to January 1, 1996 is in Tier
One. Tier One employees will receive a lifetime monthly pension benefit (or the lump sum
equivalent) equal to the largest amount produced these three alternte methods:
1.

Full Formula. 1.67%4 x years of service x FAS (“final average salary”). So, for
example, a school teacher who retires with 30 years of service and a final average
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salary of $5,000/month will receive a benefit of 1.67% x 30 years x $5,000 =
$2,500/month under this method.
2.

Money Match. The member’s PERS account, doubled by the “money match” and
then multiplied by an annuity factor that is based on the life expectancy of the
member. For a member at age 58, the annuity factor is $7.96/$1,000. Therefore, for
example, if the school teacher in the above example has an account balance of
$175,000 at age 58 and then retires, the teacher’s retirement under this option is
$175,000 x 2 x $7.96/$1,000 = $2,786/month.

3.

Formula Plus Annuity. For members participating in PERS since before August 21,
1981, a third formula applies which is a combination of the first two. The formula
is: 1% x years of service x FAS plus the account balance (not doubled) times the
annuity factor. In the school teacher example above, the formula would be 1% x 30
years x $5,000 plus $175,000 x $7.96/$1,000 = $2,893/month. In situations where
the first two formulas yield a result that is close to each other (as in this example),
then this third method (for those in the system before August 21, 1981) yields the
best result.

The Full Formula method is a traditional defined benefit formula. The Money Match method is a
defined contribution formula. The Formula Plus Annuity method is a blend of both the first two.
So whether PERS is behaving as a defined benefit plan or a defined contribution plan is entirely
dependent on the prevailing method. This is important to recognize.
Other Factors. The following additional factors are important for understanding PERS Tier
One benefits:
A.

A member’s PERS Tier One account balance is the cumulative total of an annual
contribution equal to 6% of the member’s compensation through 2003 (after which
time these contributions have been made to the member’s IAP account) plus earnings
on that balance each year.5

B.

The earnings added each year are determined by the PERS Board. Each member has
a “regular account” and, if the member chooses, also a “variable account.” The
“regular account” is invested more conservatively, and very importantly it has a
minimum earnings guarantee of 8% per year.6 Again, the account balance at any
time represents only half (or less) of the total value of the account because the
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account will be “matched” by an equivalent employer contribution at retirement.
C.

The 1990's produced very strong earnings for PERS accounts. For the five years
1995 - 1999, inclusive, PERS regular accounts earned an average of 15.5% per
annum and variable accounts earned 26% per annum. The result was that the
accounts of nearly all PERS members ballooned to the point that the Money Match
method prevailed over the Full Formula method nearly every time. According to
“PERS By The Numbers,”7 nearly 90% of the retirees between 1999 and 2004 retired
under the Money Match formula, and with an average retirement income of over 90%
of final average salary, or FAS.

D.

Years of Service after 2003 still count under the Full Service formula, even though
no new contributions are being made to member Tier One accounts. The Money
Match method continues to predominate. According to PERS by the Numbers,” 8
over 60% of retirees in 2007 (the latest year available) retired under the Money
Match formula even though no new contributions have been made to Tier One
accounts since 2003. However, that trend is reversing. Tier One members who are
still many years from retirement may eventually retire under the Full Service
formula, particularly those who have significant salary increases after 2003.

E.

In an “up front division,” PERS establishes a separate “alternate payee’s” account for
the portion of the Tier One account awarded to the former spouse. Because of this,
the alternate payee’s benefits are limited to the Money Match method. This is true
even if the member eventually retires under the Full Formula method. This is very
important to understand. Also, the former spouse’s account is invested strictly in the
“regular” account, even if derived partially from the member’s “variable” account.

F.

Tier One members can retire at age 589, or at any age with 30 years of service. Tier
One members can retire as early as age 5510 with a reduction in benefits for early
commencement. Benefits are measured in monthly payments for the life of the
member (Option 1). The member can elect survivorship options (Options 2, 2A, 3
or 3A) with another spouse or person with a lower actuarially determined monthly
benefit, and/or a partial or total lump sum benefit.

G.

All monthly benefits are increased annually by the increase each year in the
Consumer Price Index (“CPI”), but limited to 2% per year.
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Implications for Dividing Tier One Benefits.
Based on the foregoing, it is apparent that a Tier One Member’s best retirement
accumulation years are those already in the rear view mirror. In fact, in many cases the member’s
account balance is still so large, relative to years of service and salary, that the Full Formula method
will never catch the Money Match method before retirement. In those cases, the additional years of
service from now until retirement count for nothing in terms of Tier One benefits! The member will
receive the same benefit if he or she quits now than if the member continues to work until retirement.
This is a common phenomena for career Tier One members now in their 50's.
For example, here is a “live case” on my desk right now (I will round off the dates and
numbers). Husband has been a Tier One PERS member since 1983, now age 51, with seven years
to projected retirement at age 58 in 2018. He earns $75,000/year and has a Tier One account balance
of $215,000 as of December 31, 2010. The PERS on-line estimator11 projects that Husband will
retire at age 58 with an account balance of $368,000, to be doubled by the Money Match to
$736,000, and which will annuitize at $5,845/month. Also according to the estimator, even if
Husband’s salary increases to $100,000/year by his retirement in 2018, the Full Formula method
would yield only $4,772/month. So the Money Match will be the prevailing formula for him even
seven years from now. Husband’s salary would have to increase to at least $123,000/year by his
retirement for the Full Formula method to overtake the Money Match method, which is unlikely in
this economy. So unless that happens, Husband’s continued service from now until retirement does
not increase his final Tier One benefit by one dime. And remember, no contributions have been
added to Husband’s Tier One account since 2003. This means that for his 35-year career, from 1983
to 2018, the entirety of his Tier One benefit was earned in the first 20 years of his career, from 1983
thru 2003. His last 15 years from 2004 thru 2018 count for nothing in terms of Tier One benefits!
The divorce will occur in 2011, and I represent Wife. So it is in her benefit, clearly, to use
the “up front” 50-50 division. This will give her half of all Husband’s benefits at his retirement.
And I can argue, easily, that this is appropriate under these circumstances. Her half of the account
balance at retirement will be $368,000, and she would then have her own payment options including
lump sum. And this would be in addition to half of Husband’s current IAP account (now about
$28,000, so her half is an additional $14,000).
But if I represent the Husband, then I would explain to him that to use an “up front” division
is to give away half of the best years. I would explain that it would be better to use the “time rule”
to keep the account intact from now until retirement and then divide it on a prorated basis. Under
the time rule, wife’s share of the total benefit would be $736,000 x 28 years to date ÷ 35 years total
service at retirement x 50% = $294,400. This represents a savings for Husband of $73,600 at
retirement. Wife would get 40% of the total benefit, not 50%. The legal basis for this approach is
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the Kiser case12, which holds that the “time rule” applies to all defined benefit plans. And in the first
instance, PERS is a defined benefit plan. The counter-argument, however, is that in this case where
the Money Match is the prevailing method, PERS is performing as a defined contribution plan. And
therefore it is appropriate to divide the account in half now, as with all defined contribution plans.

Therefore, when representing a Tier One member, particularly one who is late in his or her
career, consider carefully whether it is better to argue for the use of the “time rule” to divide the
account balance at retirement, rather than at the time of divorce, so that the member keeps a larger
share of his or her eventual Tier One benefit. This is true even in most cases where the Full Formula
will catch up to the Money Match in the years immediately before retirement, since the time rule will
still normally yield better result for the member. But to be sure, it is best to run the actual numbers
of each case thru the PERS on-line estimator.
And if you use the time rule to divide at retirement, then the judgment or supplemental order
should address what happens on either death before retirement. And at retirement, if the opposing
party is much older or has a shortened life expectancy, then you might consider also having the
judgment or order mandate an Option 2 (100% survivor) benefit and to split the payments rather than
to split the account. That way, on the first death then the survivor (hopefully your client) can then
receive both halves of the benefit for the rest of his or her life.

Tier Two Benefits.
A PERS member is in Tier Two if he or she was first employed between January 1, 1996
and August 28, 2003. Employees first hired after August 29, 2003 are in OPSRP. The benefit
structure for Tier Two employees is similar to Tier One. But there are enough differences to turn
the typical approach for dividing Tier Two benefits 180 degrees from that for Tier One, as
explained below.
These are the basic differences between Tier One and Tier Two
1.

The normal retirement age is 60, not 58, for general service (not police or fire)
employees.

2.

There is no 8% interest guarantee as with Tier One regular accounts. Therefore, for
example, in 2008 Tier Two accounts lost over 27% while Tier One regular accounts
gained 8%.

3.

The retirement formulas are just the Full Formula method and the Money Match
method. There is no Formula Plus Annuity method.
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Contributions to Tier Two accounts were made, at most, for only eight years, from 1996 thru
2003. Contributions to Tier Two accounts were frozen after 2003, just as for Tier One accounts,
with the 6% contributions after 2004 being redirected to new IAP accounts for each Tier Two
member. And because of relatively poor earnings results for Tier Two accounts in the last decade,
Tier Two accounts are still relatively small.
On the other hand, as with Tier One, continued serviced by Tier Two employees still count
under the Full Formula method, which is the same method as for Tier One. As a result, with the
passage of time since 2003, Tier Two retirements are increasingly under the Full Formula method,
and that trend will only get stronger with time.

Implications for Dividing Tier Two Benefits.
Tier Two employees are often younger, with a longer horizon to retirement. In most cases,
the account balance represents only a small fraction of the total retirement likely to be paid to the
Tier Two member. An “up front” division limits the alternate payee to the less valuable Money
Match method, as with Tier One. And so using an “up front” division method tends to short-change
the alternate payee and to preserve the more valuable Full Formula benefits for the member.
I will illustrate with another “live” case on my desk today. Husband is the Tier Two
member, having entered PERS on April 1, 2001. His Tier Two account balance was only $13,000
as of December 31, 2009. It is small because it represents contributions just for nine months in 2001
and for the years 2002 and 2003. Again, no new contributions have been made to this account since
2003. Yet as of 2011, Husband has ten years of service under the Full Formula method. Husband
is already age 58 and may retire soon. His salary is approximately $55,000 per year. The parties are
divorcing now. All Tier Two service is marital.
According to the PERS on-line estimator, were Husband to retire now, the Full Formula
method would prevail and award husband a monthly pension of $714/month. But the Money Match
method would produce only $224/month. In other words, the value of the account balance is only
one-third of the value of the likely benefit based on salary and years of service.
I represent Wife in this case. If I were to divide the account in half, I would limit Wife to an
account that would produce only $112/month to her. And Husband would retain the other
$602/month. Therefore, I am proposing to use the “time rule” to divide the benefits. And
appropriately so, since PERS in this instance is performing as a defined benefit plan. This way, I
will insure that wife gets the equivalent of half of the total benefit, or $357/month. This is an
additional $245/month to her for the rest of her life, with CPI increases. And she is just 58 herself,
so this could mean a lot to her over the years.
Further, because of Husband’s poor health habits and poor genetics, I am drafting the order
to mandate that the entire benefit be paid in the form of Option 2, a joint and 100% survivor annuity,
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which will yield a lower total payment of $632/month. Payments will be split equally for as long
as both live. But if Husband dies first as expected, then Wife will receive both halves thereafter for
as long as she lives. And in this case, the extra PERS benefits at that time will partially compensate
her for loss of spousal support due to his death.
This approach is 180 degrees from the approach taken for Wife in the Tier One example,
above.
Conclusion
No longer is it sufficient to blindly divide PERS Tier One and Tier Two benefits “up front”
at divorce. Practitioners should take time to understand the particular PERS benefits in each case,
whether Tier One or Tier Two and the account balances and service credits earned, and to estimate
whether the Full Formula or the Money Match method will ultimately prevail at retirement.
Practitioners may also need to consider the ages of each party, their likely retirement dates, their
relative health and the likelihood that one will survive the other. A loose rule of thumb when
representing the alternate payee is to recommend an “up front” division if member is Tier One and
a “time rule” division if the member is Tier Two . And the rule of thumb is exactly the reverse when
representing the member. But each case should be evaluated on its own merits.
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